Barbengo/Lugano CH, November 22, 2010

Cerbios obtains Air Cargo Security Known Consignor
NEWS X/2009
Certification
Cerbios-Pharma SA (from now on “Cerbios”) is proud to confirm that the UFAC (Swiss Authority of Aviation) has
granted the Air Cargo Security Known Consignor Certification (from now on “Certification”) to Cerbios.
This Certification is part of a voluntary program to improve supply chain security as well as to speed up customs
operations and fits perfectly with Cerbios’ commitment in delivering high quality and reliable services to all its
esteemed partners.
The Air Cargo Security Known Consignor Program is based on EU guidelines and is recognized worldwide. The
program covers all security aspects related to the manufacturing, packaging, storage and shipments of
pharmaceuticals related materials.
During the DCAT week 2010 last march in New York, a session was dedicated to the “Qualified Trusted Importer
Program”. Mr. Samuel H. Banks , responsible for STTAS government and commercial programs globally, confirmed
that in the future there will be more stringent regulations for the import of pharmaceutical products (being finished
products or APIs) in the USA. This means that everybody will have to move in the direction of known consignor in
order to avoid having products sitting in warehouses at custom for weeks with the risk of product degradation and
consequent economical damages.
"We believe that this Certification once more demonstrates Cerbios’ commitment in applying best practices to
support our partners and to strengthen our commercial platform. Cerbios is among one of the first Swiss companies
involved in CMC services in the pharmaceutical industry to be granted such certification showing the ability to
anticipate the needs of the global marketplace" said Gabriel Haering, CEO.
Cerbios is also actively involved in a project granted by Eurostar on creating an innovative RFID against
counterfitting providing additional tools not only for the Pharma industry, but also the pharmacist and ultimately the
patient (see also News 02/2010).
For more information click on this image Î

About Cerbios-Pharma SA
Cerbios is a privately held company located in Lugano (Switzerland) specialized in the development and manufacturing of
chemical and biological APIs for our partners world-wide.
APIs made by Cerbios cover small molecules (Chemical Division), large molecules and Probiotics (Biological Division).
Services for third parties under exclusive manufacturing are offered in the area of HPAIs for the Chemical Division and
Recombinant Proteins for the Biological Division.
Full CMC support is provided to our partners in order to supply them with cGMP clinical batches, registration/validation material,
and APIs from commercial manufacturing.
Paramount to this is the availability of all the documentation required for a successful registration.
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